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pRoGRAM - dAY 1

10h00 - Welcome  

EthICal shIfts IN PhOtOgRaPhy 
Klaus fruchtnis - Co-founder of Blurring the lines,  associate Dean of graduate studies, Chair of Photography at Paris College of art, Paris, france             
* IN PREsENCE

part 1  - educational learning settings (photography as an educational system) 

10h10 

BEtwEEN fREEDOM aND DIsORDER: aN ECOlOgy Of lEaRNINg aND PRaCtICE 
Keynote speaker : sarker Protick - Professor at Pathshala south asian Media Institute and Co-curator at Chobi Mela International festival of Photography, 
Pathshala, Bangladesh

10h25 

thROUgh thE DEsIRE tO sEE, tO lOOK aND tO BE sEEN: UNDERstaNDINg VIsUal EthICs IN RUssIa
 

feodora Kaplan - Co-founder of Docdocdoc school of Modern Photography, saint Petersburg, Russia

10h40 

aNtI-MaPPINg
 

Miki Kratsman - Professor at Bezalel academy of arts and Design, Jerusalem, Israel 

10h55 

tRaININg awaRE PROfEssIONals: EthICs IN PhOtOgRaPhy BEtwEEN sChOOl aND wORK 
Sara El Beshbichi - Professor at Istituto Italiano di Fotografia, Milano, Italy   * IN PREsENCE

moderator:  KLAus FruChTnIs

11h10 

REPREsENtINg OURsElVEs aND thE OthER: IDENtIty aND EthICs IN PhOtOgRaPhy 
amanda Breitbach - assistant Professor of art, stephen f. austin state University, Nacogdoches, United states

14h30 

laUNChINg Of BlURRINg thE lINEs 2021 CatalOg  
steve Bisson - Co-founder of Blurring the lines and founder director of Urbanautica Institute, Venice, Italy    * IN PREsENCE

part 1i  - professional learning settings (photography and entrepreneurship) 

14h40

EthICs aND aEsthEtIC [DID yOU say gOOD MORNINg thIs MORNINg?]
laura Davì - Independent photo editor and journalist, Milan, Italy 
14h55

lIthUaNIaN aRt aND CUltURE IN Italy 
Laura Gabrielaitytė-Kazulėnienė - Cultural Attaché at the at the Embassy of Lithuania in Rome, Italy

15h10

IN thE aRChIVE; PhOtOgRaPhy as DOCUMENt Of sOCIal PRaCtICE 
Jac Capra - Chief archivist for the french american Creative Exchange, la Courneuve, france    * IN PREsENCE

15h25

thE sChOOl IN thE CIty - ON DOCUMENtINg a sChOOl fOR gIRls IN afghaNIstaN 
Nic lehoux - architectural photographer, Vancouver, Canada

moderator:  sTeVe bIsson

11h40-12h30

Q & a

15h40

hOw thE CaRE EthIC CaN tRaNsfORM thE way aRt Is sOlD 
florence Manuguerra - founder director of the Caring gallery, Paris, france

15h55 - 16h30

Q & a

11h25 

aRt aND REalIty REPREsENtatION IN aN ENVIRONMENt Of INtENsE CIRCUlatION Of IMagEs 
André Fratti Costa - Professor at Fundação Armando Alvares Penteado, São Paulo, Brazil



Saturday, November 20th, 2021
pRoGRAM - dAY 2



panel 1 - 11h-11h45 (Italy time, UTC+1)

The eThICAL rAnge In PhoTogrAPhY
 
Moderator : Ragna Arndt-Marić (Blurring the lines, winner of the 2020 edition) 

Participants:  
Isha gahlOt - National Institute of Design, gandhinagar, India
aNNa gaJEwszKy - Moholy-Nagy University of art and Design Budapest, hungary
sO-JUNg yOON - seoul Institute of the arts, seoul, south Korea
lINa VaN hUllE - Royal academy of fine arts antwerp, Belgium
MIRRE KOREVaaR-wIJNJa - st. Joost school of art & Design, Breda, the Netherlands

panel 2 - 11h45-12h30 (Italy time, UTC+1)

reCIProCITY And CuLTurAL ConTexT
 
Moderator : Jonna Bruinsma (Blurring the Lines, finalist of the 2019 edition)

Participants:  
RaNJI MaNgCU - University of Cape town, Cape town, south africa
assaf hINDEN - Royal academy of fine arts antwerp, antwerp, Belgium
saJa QUttaINEh - Bezalel academy of arts and Design, Jerusalem, Israel
alEx haRBICh - University of applied sciences Europe, Berlin/hamburg, germany
MaRK MCgUINNEss - aalto University school of arts, Design and architecture, helsinki, finland

panel 3 - 15h-15h45  (Italy time, UTC+1)

soCIAL medIA ImPLICATIons 
 
Moderator : alexandra Maldonado (Blurring the Lines, finalist of the 2020 edition)

Participants:  
JaNa ROthE - University of applied sciences Europe, Berlin/hamburg, germany
MIlah VaN  zUIlEN - willem de Kooning academy, Rotterdam, the Netherlands
NONa gRIffIN - Paris College of art, Paris, france
alExaNDER KOMENDa - University of south wales-Pontypridd, United Kingdom
yaRENí agUaDO - academia de artes Visuales, Mexico City, Mexico

panel 4 - 15h45 -16h30 (Italy time, UTC+1)

The roLe oF The AudIenCe 
 
Moderator : Daan Russcher (Blurring the Lines, finalist of the 2020 edition)

Participants:  
tylER DEhaRtE - Parsons school of Design, New york, United states
sUzaNNah OlaNREwaJU-gaBRIEl - london College of fashion, london, United Kingdom
CaMIlla MaRREsE - Istituto superiore per le Industrie artistiche, Urbino, Italy 
Raúl aRMaNDO JIMéNEz JIMéNEz - academia de artes Visuales, Mexico City, Mexico
aNtONIa DE NORONha - ElIsaVa Escola Universitària de Disseny i Enginyeria de Barcelona, spain
CORa sUN yUtINg - Moholy-Nagy University of art and Design, Budapest, hungary

pRoGRAM - dAY 2

In photography, ethical issues tend to arise over the nature of creativity, representation, ownership, profit, and service, often confused by 
the application of new technologies and exacerbated by cultural preferences or political ideology, and of course, individual personality and 
ambition. What are the ethical implications in image-making in a sensitive context?

Since its invention, photography has been a decisive factor in gestating and deploying a new way of observing, representing, and 
understanding reality and with it ourselves. Does the ethical value of an image ever contribute to its aesthetic value? How do understanding 
the community’s aesthetic and cultural structures relate to the moral values of an image or a project? To what extent are photographers 
responsible for the reactions their work receives?

Photography has the power of exploring moral principles and responsibilities in all its dimensions: the rights of privacy and publicity, cultural 
representation, appropriation, confidentiality, copyright, intellectual property, sustainability, ethics of wildlife, and nature photography, ethics 
in photojournalism, and accountability as well as the use of technology that started to challenge the landscape of ethics by doing things to 
photos without the viewer even being aware. How do social media practice and the increasing need for approval affect image-makers choices 
from an ethical point of view?

The intention is the point of all photography. How do you intend for your work to look? The photographer’s purpose starts with the image’s idea, 
concept, and composition and is carried through to the final printed image. How is the audience elicited and acknowledged? How does the 
methodology employed by the photographer enable or limit the agency of the audience? How does the photographer reflexively address their 
assumptions and challenge dominant preconceptions about the audience and the subjects? Where do the photographers disseminate the work, 
and how do these contexts affect the representation of the audience? What is the role of the audience in deciding the meaning of an image?



ABSTRACTS

friday 19th, 10h10 

BEtwEEN fREEDOM aND DIsORDER: aN ECOlOgy Of lEaRNINg aND PRaCtICE
by sarker Protick (Keynote speaker)
 
apart from my practice, my role often overlaps between those of a teacher and a curator. I am considering experiences as a photographer, professor at the 
Pathshala Institute, and curator of the Chobi Mela international photography festival. In all these roles, a first challenge is the lack of an existing infrastructural 
artistic ecosystem to shape and sustain artistic ventures. however, with no economically viable industry expectations as boundaries, this particular 
ecosystem in Dhaka (Bangladesh) provides unique creative freedom to go in any direction one chooses.

friday 19th, 10h20

thROUgh thE DEsIRE tO sEE, tO lOOK aND tO BE sEEN: UNDERstaNDINg VIsUal EthICs IN RUssIa
by feodora Kaplan
 
Co-founder of the school of Modern Photography Docdocdoc based in st.Petersburg, Russia, feodora Domozhilova-Kaplan presents her version of how 
the photographic industry in Russia functions today. the main point of the thesis is searching for a balance between the demands of participants of the 
photography process - spectators (institutions, government, media etc.), photographers and artists, heroes (human or non-human) of documentary and 
artistic narratives and students, who study photography. there is an intriguing context for unpacking the meaning of this complex question - the process 
known as “inner decolonization” in Russia and the decolonization of the outer gaze.

friday 19th, 10h40

aNtI-MaPPINg
by Miki Kratsman
 
anti-Mapping is an ongoing project with the aim to continuously map and produce geographical documentation as alternatives to the maps presented 
by the establishment and thus bypassing the different restrictions of visibility enforced by the Israeli government. for example, while worldwide aerial 
photography is available to the public at a resolution of 0.5m/pixel, in Israel, the resolution is restricted to 2.5m/pixel. anti-Mapping offers a counter-visual 
that lets us see the concept of “the Right to see” as a human right to achieve. By using drone photography and photogrammetry techniques, we are able 
to accomplish a resolution of 1 cm/pixel.  the Kyl–Bingaman amendment (Public law 104-201, section 1064) is a United states law. It was put into force 
by the Military Defense National Defense authorization act for 1997. according tothe Kyl–Bingaman amendment (KBa) prohibits Us authorities from 
granting a license for collecting or disseminating high resolution satellite imagery of Israel at a higher resolution than is available from other commercial 
sources, that is, from companies outside of the United states. an exception exists if this is done by a Us federal agency, or if it is done in order to abolish 
the secrecy of such recordings.  

friday 19th, 10h55

tRaININg awaRE PROfEssIONals: EthICs IN PhOtOgRaPhy BEtwEEN sChOOl aND wORK
by sara El Beshbichi
 
the Italian Institute of Photography, working for 30 years in the panorama of professional photographic training, is a multifunctional school. In its innovative 
and experimental spaces, photography is experienced as an expressive language, with style and innovation. IIf aims to transfer students the sensitivity 
and techniques necessary to develop their style, capture reality, and convey meanings. IIf pays particular attention to training its students in the ethical 
implications of photography and in issues related to respect for copyright and respect for the intellectual property of images. and this is why it has long 
since introduced ad hoc teachings that aim to let students experience collaborations with companies and non-profit organizations, adopting ethical and 
sustainable approaches. 

friday 19th, 10h

EthICal shIfts IN PhOtOgRaPhy
by Klaus fruchtnis
 
since its invention, photography has been a decisive factor in gestating and deploying a new way of observing, representing, and understanding reality and 
with it ourselves. Beyond its unique way of making visual information, photography has become the universal medium through which image-makers raise 
essential human ethics and responsibility. for the 2021 edition, the theme « Ethical shifts in photography » aims to explore the power, the moral principles, 
and the duties of photography in all its dimensions: the rights of privacy and publicity, cultural representation, appropriation, confidentiality, copyright, 
intellectual property, sustainability, ethics of wildlife, and nature photography, ethics in photojournalism, and accountability as well as the use of technology 
that started to challenge the landscape of ethics by doing things to photos without the viewer even being aware.
Ethics and photography are two terms that seem distant in the first instance: the first a foreshortening of philosophy, the second an activity sustained 
by a technological artifact. Photography can ask questions about the ethics of the world, but more likely, the world can ask questions about the ethics of 
photography. Faced with an overproduction of images by all means and possibilities, today more than ever, it is vital to distinguish what is significant and 
pertinent from what is purely aesthetic. 

friday 19th, 11h10

REPREsENtINg OURsElVEs aND thE OthER: IDENtIty aND EthICs IN PhOtOgRaPhy
by amanda Breitbach
 
the importance of representation, identity, and ethics are increasingly recognized in all areas of art, business, and education. as a professor of undergraduate 
and graduate students in the United states, I believe that it is important for students not only to research and discuss ethical issues but also to confront 
them in their own practice through assignments that put them in the place of the artists they research. Rather than watching from the comfortable vantage 
point of a critic, my students are pushed into the active role of a creator faced with real-world ethical dilemmas. Over the last nine years, I have refined 
my methods, incorporating group readings and discussions, presentations by knowledgeable and diverse scholar/artists, individual research and writing, and 
practical, hands-on photographic assignments. this talk will describe some of the most successful projects and strategies that I have developed for increasing 
student awareness of ethical problems in photography, including specific outcomes and examples of resulting student work. In each of these projects, 
students were challenged to represent identity and culture through photographs.



ABSTRACTS

friday 19th, 14h40 

EthICs aND aEsthEtIC [DID yOU say gOOD MORNINg thIs MORNINg?]
by laura Davì
 
Being aware that ethics is a vast and complex subject and that It’s impossible for me to speak about it in fifteen minutes, I’ve decided to ask some photog-
raphers, curators, and operators in our photographic world two questions.  what is ethics for you? how does your ethical vision work in your artistic or 
photographic process? My speech will consider the answers I’ve reached and the proposal of my idea about ethics as a photo editor. I’ve selected people I 
work with or have worked with, intending to view different languages and practices. the meaning is to focus on our practice because a great limit is to speak 
about chief systems forgetting we are ourselves, as individuals, pillars of ethics. from this, the subtitle “hai detto buongiorno stamattina?” [Did you say good 
morning this morning?].

ABSTRACTS

aftERNOON sEssION

friday 19th, 11h25

aRt aND thE REalIty REPREsENtatION IN aN ENVIRONMENt Of INtENsE CIRCUlatION Of IMagEs
by André Fratti Costa 
 
Until recently, artists were the social agents recognized for their role as a producer of imagistic representations of reality. however, especially in the last 
years, a considerable portion of individuals started to produce, share and publish images several times a day, as a way to weave their social relationships, to 
exist in a particular circuit of very usual symbolic exchanges, to delineate their identities in digital media and also to influence political decisions about social 
issues and natural environment. But, when all images circulate without an identifiable and reliable source, a fertile territory is created for the emergence 
of politicians who question science and culture as a strategy to attract supporters. what role can artistic images play today, circulating in a digital media 
network that often passes controversial or unreliable news? this is a deeply felt issue in Brazil today.

friday 19th, 14h55 

lIthUaNIaN aRt aND CUltURE IN Italy
by Laura Gabrielaitytė-Kazulėnienė 
 
as we are experiencing a gradual democratization of photography – photojournalism focuses more and more on the representation of social issues such as 
discrimination and exclusion of minorities and vulnerable groups – it becomes less about technical skills and more about personal vision and aesthetics. It is 
the responsibility of the gatekeepers – media companies, agency owners or, in our case, culture institutes – to look for diversity in the decision-making pro-
cess in selecting artists to collaborate with. however, it is challenging for an organization to maintain balance between a project’s artistic and functional value, 
while being transparent about the criteria of the choice. There are cases (e. g. Rimaldas Vikšraitis’ focus on the lowest strata of society or Veronika Šleivytė’s 
portrayal of homosexual relations) that despite of artistic value, may not always be considered suitable to represent the country. this is a discussion we 
should have in our daily working environment.

friday 19th, 15h10

IN thE aRChIVE; PhOtOgRaPhy as DOCUMENt Of sOCIal PRaCtICE
by Jac Capra
 
The archival process of photographs within the context of social practice requires more specific care and attention than other forms of artistic archiving. 
the representations of community, of community narratives and of collaboration which exist within photographs of dialogical works are more susceptible to 
misrepresentation or reinterpretation than other works. It is the aim of this talk to discuss the difficulties of this archival process and propose ways in
which the archival process can be approached with an ethical frame of reference.

friday 19th, 15h25 

thE sChOOl IN thE CIty - ON DOCUMENtINg a sChOOl fOR gIRls IN afghaNIstaN
by Nic lehoux
 
for the conference, I would like to explore the duties, power and moral implications of photography through a project I photographed in Mazar I sharif, 
afghanistan. these themes were central to my approach as I documented the opening of the largest school for girls in that country, as well as the workers 
who contributed to building the school. the photo reportage seeks to showcase how architecture can be a driving force in meaningful change in an environ-
ment with extreme societal challenges. the exhibit will present the key moments of this photo reportage.

friday 19th, 15h40

hOw thE CaRE EthIC CaN tRaNsfORM thE way aRt Is sOlD
by florence Manuguerra
 
The Caring Gallery, the first “mission” gallery in France, is guided by an environmental and societal vocation. Its innovative business model places Care at 
the heart of its development. By reversing 10% of its sales to NgOs and charities, the Caring gallery is rethinking the purpose of a gallery and speaking to 
collectors and buyers as responsible people, concerned by the significant challenges we face. This new gallery, born in May 2021, wants to make their taste 
for art a gesture that counts according to their values and commitments.  through this case study, founder florence Manuguerra will explain the Caring 
gallery’s project and the extraordinary power of the Care ethic.
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